
Minneapolis, deceMber 15 2009 

The second exhibition in the Mia’s new 

photography series featuring emerging artists 

will present the work of German artist Marco 

breuer, and attempt to answer the question: 

What is a photograph? breuer’s bold and 

experimental approach eschews the camera 

itself. instead, he strips photography to its 

essential materiality, presenting works created 

by manipulating the surface of light-sensitive 

photographic paper. The exhibition will be 

on view from February 18 through august 1, 

2010, in two parts. For the opening, breuer 

will present selections of old and new works. 

Then, in mid-March, he will alter the space 

in the perlman Gallery to evoke a darkroom, 

emphasizing the artist’s process of creating a 

photograph.

“Marco breuer challenges the viewer to re-

examine the most basic assumptions about 

photography,” said curator david little. “both 

his creative process and the scale of his 

completed works suggest a new way creating 

photographic art, making him a terrific artist to 

participate in the Mia’s ‘new pictures’ series.”

Using an extensive and continually evolving 

range of processes to extract abstract and 

visually compelling images from photographic 

paper, breuer’s work overturns the usual expectations of the camera-less image. He might place burning coals on 

the paper, or slice into it, or sandpaper the emulsion until holes appear. Much like mid-20th-century european and 

american abstract painters, breuer said he likes “to be in there, physically involved with the image.” 
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Marco breuer, German, born 1966, spin (e-197), 2008, cyanotype on Fabriano paper, courtesy 
Von lintel Gallery, new York
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Untitled (c-281) comprises a range of orange and black 

stripes with subtle variations of width between the vertical 

striations. breuer created this elegant formal abstraction by 

scratching and removing layers of chemicals from the surface 

of chromogenic paper—the standard paper used by most color 

photographers. The result produces nearly pure abstractions 

that hover somewhere on photography’s outer limits. 

in a time of technological progress, breuer confronts and 

upends many of photography’s historical and current 

conventions. The distinctive blue tone of spin (e-197) is the 

result of a cyanotype printing method invented by sir John 

Herschel in the mid-19th century, at the very beginning of 

photography’s emergence. in a medium known for multiple 

editions, he makes unique works of art. and at a time when 

large-scale is often equated with being contemporary, breuer 

creates modestly-scaled photographs in non-standard sizes. 

breuer was born in 1966 in landshut, Germany. He has exhibited widely throughout the United states and europe 

and his work is included in numerous collections, including those at the albright-Knox art Gallery in buffalo, the 

baltimore Museum of art, the Fogg art Museum at Harvard University in cambridge, the Museum of Fine arts 

in Houston, the Museum of Modern art in new York, the new York public library, the norton Museum of art in 

West palm beach, the san Francisco Museum of Modern art, and the staatsgalerie in stuttgart, Germany. His 

publication sMTWTFs received wide critical acclaim and a photo-eye Gallery award for best photography book of 

2002. in 2007 aperture published a monograph of his work titled early recordings. breuer lives in upstate new 

York.

Breuer will lecture on his work in March 2010.  For more information please go to the New Pictures Web site 

at http://www.artsmia.org/new-pictures/.
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Marco breuer, German, born 1966, Untitled (c-281), c. 2003, chromogenic 
paper, scratched, courtesy of the artist

aboUT THe Minneapolis insTiTUTe oF arTs  

The Minneapolis institute of arts (Mia), home to one of the finest encyclopedic art collections in the 

country, houses more than 80,000 works of art representing 5,000 years of world history. Highlights 

of the permanent collection include european masterworks by rembrandt, poussin, and van Gogh; 

modern and contemporary painting and sculpture by picasso, Matisse, Mondrian, stella, and close; as 

well as internationally significant collections of prints and drawings, decorative arts, Modernist design, 

photographs, textiles, and asian, african, and native american art. General admission is always free. 

some special exhibitions have a nominal admission fee. Museum hours: sunday, 11 a.M.–5 p.M.; Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Friday, and saturday, 10 a.M.–5 p.M.; Thursday, 10 a.M.–9 p.M.; Monday closed. For more 

information, call (612) 870-3000 or visit www.artsmia.org.
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